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Abstract:  We present two new approaches to emergency department (ED) staffing. In the first approach, we use 

historical patient volumes, which inherently contain existing operational inefficiencies. To address this 

shortcoming, we use classification and regression trees to identify thresholds for patient-to-staff ratios, which split 

the patient subpopulations into two groups that have different empirical cumulative distribution functions (ecdfs) 

for patients' lengths of stay in the ED; one has an extended length, and the other has a shorter length. We apply 

these thresholds and ecdfs to historical patient volumes to calculate an ideal patient volume. After accounting for 

arrival patterns of ED patients, ideal patient volumes represent the load on the entire ED if patient-to-staff ratios 

are always kept under the identified thresholds. We then use a mixed-integer programming model to minimize 

understaffing with respect to the ideal patient volumes. The ED at Mayo Clinic Saint Marys Hospital in Rochester, 

Minnesota, a trauma center for both adults and pediatrics, implemented the new shift templates based on this 

approach in the fourth quarter of 2015. The templates resulted in statistically significant improvements in several 

patient-centered metrics.  

Next, we describe a novel queueing approach that represents ED care delivery process as a queuing network 

consisting of sequences of treatment and order bundle (i.e., groups of diagnostic workup and treatment) queues. 

We then capture time-varying patient flow in the ED and estimate its load on treatment stations served by 

physicians. The treatment queues operate in an efficiency-driven regime but experience negligible abandonment. 

We describe a new staffing algorithm with a goal of satisfying differentiated tail probability of delay (TPoD) targets 

for different patient classes based on medical urgency. Rigorous simulation experiments using real-life ED data 

show that our proposed staffing algorithm can effectively meet TPoD targets when used with carefully designed 

hybrid routing policies. 
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